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Dynamic Learning Maps (DLM) 
Alternate Assessments

• Computer-based assessments for students with the 

most significant cognitive disabilities

• Grades 3-8, high school

• Operational since 2015

– Currently used by >20 states for state accountability 

purposes

– 6 of those states use the instructionally embedded 

model
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Instructionally Embedded Design

• Blueprints have flexibility 

with some constraints

• Short assessments (5-9 

items) measuring each 

standard

– Items available at 5 

complexity levels– provide 

access to content

– System recommends 

complexity level; teachers 

can accept or override

• Administer adjacent to 

instruction

• Results

– Mastery throughout the year

– Summative results based on 

all responses during the year
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A Short History: 2015 Integrated Model

• Long instructionally embedded window + short spring 

summative

– How states reached this decision

– Steps to encourage blueprint coverage

• Conversations about improving the model ~2017

– Length of windows

– Technical considerations (e.g., reliability)

– Supporting implementation with fidelity
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Current Instructionally Embedded Model

• Two 15-week testing windows

– Fall (September-January) and 

spring (February to June)

– Both have the flexibility of 

when and what to test

• Required some supports to 

make the transition

– Test management

– Reporting

– Monitoring tools
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Impacts of the Changes

• Usability

– Fall 2021 focus groups

• Blueprint coverage

• Student achievement
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Change in Blueprint Coverage

Met or Exceeded
Integrated

2018–2019 (%)
Instr Embedded
2020–2021 (%)

ELA 75.6 95.9
Mathematics 78.8 94.5
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Lessons Learned

• Supportive conditions

• Validity 

• Technical adequacy

• Communication
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Lesson #1

The right people with a shared vision 

and openness to change can figure out 

how to make it happen.
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Lesson #2

Recognize and question assumptions.

All of them.
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Lesson #3

Articulate the rationale for every 

design decision.

(This will help with lessons 4 and 5.)
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Lesson #4

Be ready to do the 

methodological work.



• Literature synthesis
• Sequence of internal 

and external 
reviews, following 
criteria

• Procedural evidence
• Empirical evidence 

(less sophisticated)
• Empirical evidence 

(more sophisticated)
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Example Evidence for 

Instructionally Embedded Assessments
• Map model 

– External review

– Model-based validation

• Test assignment

– Teacher selections of 

standards, levels

– System 

recommendations

• Implementation fidelity

• DCM scoring 

– Model fit

• Reliability

• Standard setting

• Profile-based method

• Score reporting

– Design of mastery-

based reports

– Interpretation and use 

of mastery results
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Lesson #5

Figure out how to 

communicate about it.
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Still Figuring Out

• Districts still following a more traditional 

summative approach

• Useful measures

– Through-year progress in a DCM world

– Aggregating heterogeneous student data for teacher use
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Questions?


